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DIE3:
This help-line is provided on a vquntary basis by
club members to assist other members. Please call
between 7pm and 9pm {unless stated otherwise.)
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"Illuimfllli
edlin

Ifell here we are again, back with another eventful edition of the club nagazine.
I'his issue parks the start of the nineties and in cricket terns that would he
the nervous nineties. Fortunately we have nothing to to be nervous about and

everything to look forward to. Talking of Inn/ring forward...

THE CENTENARY EDITION
We can (well me anyway) start to plan
the centenary issue of WACCI and I
would welcome any suggestions nenbers
night have in that direction. The

100th WACCI will cone out in April
1996 so we do have some tine to plan
events and publish a bumper edition.

THE BAD NEIS
Oh boy is there some this nonth. l
afraid the hnstrad Action debate will
go on no longer. I an reliably
informed that issue 118 (July) will be
the last one, whatever your views on
it, many members found WACCI through
in. What will happen to those
companies who are still supplying
hard/software to CPC users? Only time
will tell. Let's nove on....

THE VERY BAD NEIS

I'm afraid there is more. hrnor, those
Protert people, are now in the hands
of a Receiver. Yes it's true, they are
being wound up as a company. What‘s

wrong with the world, Protert (on any
format) is a brilliant WP. on well,
let's move on...

THIS ISN'T soon EITHER

Philip Dirichleau, over to the left on
the telephone help-line, has received
a very nasty package in the post, I

was posted in Ger-any and it just

contained a three inch disc. Philip
tells me that he was suspicious of the
disc as it felt heavier than a nornal
disc. it turned out that the surface
of the disc was coated with sulphur.
This made the disc a fire hash as the
disc was, in effect, a hatch and the
disc reading head would strike it.
Philip reckons he knows who sent it

54,54 “JUNCTION

JUNCTION\

GD/VO\TORXWEST BROMWICH RD

‘
WOLVERHAMFTON

nui/
‘

THE BESCOT
STADIUM

BESCOT
STATION

JUNCTDON

and his address could only have
been found tron his recent involvement
with WACCI. So, whoever you are out
there, it didn't work so spy on you!

INKJET REFILLS

Dave Stitson tells me that a conpany
from Barnstable, down there in Devon,
called Silversea Products are fast on
delivery and good on price. 'lry then
on 01271 863068 and see if he‘s right.

CONVENTION TIME
The location plan is below - iarra.

WALSALL TOWN
CENTRE STATION

A10 Z
Rer‘ 4F 33

BROADWAV WEST L
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WITH
JOHN BOWLEY

Here we go again, hut first i would Jilie to thank Noy Everett for his heip in
finding the conpany who hates the hinders and got then to send he sone sanples.
I have sone interesting ideas for a future conpetition which i night use at a

later date.
you. Thanks again Ernie.
two nonths rest oil. [low back to this nouth’s conpo.

CONVENTION

l‘hat nice woman Augie Hardwick talked
me (how does she do it?) into doing a

raffle at the convention, the idea
behind this is to get enough money

together so that we can have another
convention next year.
to make the raffle a success I need

prizes and thats where you can help,
what I need you all to do is to dig
deep into your cupboards and find
something that you can give to this
event (it does not have to be colputer
related) and then either drop no a

line or telephone us. «Please help»

BINDERS

Although we have not reached the magic
100 mark needed, Paul has decided to
(Mar a 100 anyway.
These will be sold at the convention

at a reduced price, the reason we can
offer these at a reduced price is that
there are no postage costs added.
For the nenbers who cannot cone but

still would like some binders I'm
afraid you will have to pay the full
price of £5.95p which includes postage
and would you place your order with me

again please, I want to be sure that
you still want then. «ok»

THE HAD HOUSE

97 Tirrington
liretton
Peterhorough
it] 917'

i'eie: {717]} 266616

Please cal I between spa — ope «fa»

Ernie Nuddick set Apriis compo and in fact he set the last two for
I ’11 expect an entry tron you Ernie as you have had

Good Junk. «John»

RESULTS

First of all i would like to thank
those who entered this conpo and again
my darling Carol picked the winners.

‘ Ist I/ornan Darby t

3 2nd Trevor lawrenoe 1

! er Anthony Jordan t

I decided to have a runner up this
month, cos his entry nade Carol and me

laugh and that is Fran/r [loathe/may.

Nell done to all above and now the
answers: VIOLA, CATIINT, SNOIOROP,

PERIIINKLE, CANDYTUFT. THISTLE,FORGET—

lE-NOT, LARKSPUR, GERANIUII. HOLLYHOCK,

IALLFLOIER, LOVE—IN-A-HIST,SNAPDRAGON.

IRIS, STOCKS and PHLOX.

JUNE'S COMPETITION

This conpo was set by Owen Brown and
all you need to do to complete this
clockword is to answer the clues and
send your answer to me by the end of
June and then the winner will receive
Romdos XL kindly donated by Joe Rooney
Cheers Joe. If you would prefer you
can have 3 PD discs of your choice,

CLUES

1 The No i CPC computer nag. (5)
2 Colour of the rainbow. (6)
3 King of the Fairies. (6)
4 Certainly not positive. (8)
5 Green Genstone. (7)
6 Current of air or beer. (7)
7 Nife of 3 above. (7)
8 Ansttad Disc Operating System. (6)

9 Rough cider. (T)
10 The day before today. (9)
11 A young nan. (5)
12 Nhats HEX short for. (11)
13 It is said not to strike in

the same place twice. (9)
14 He plotted on 5th November. (3,6)
15 Underwater boat. (9)
16 One who attenpts to profit by

risk and initiative. (12)
17 The 6128 COMMAND marks the end

of a sub-routine. (6)
18 Of seaman or ships. (8)
19 Song of grief. (6)

Fassaafs

DON’T FORGET

You can have your Nonegrowu and PO

software on 3.5 discs. Please read
under the heading CONVENTION has I do

need your help.

THAT'S ABOUT IT
That's another nonth gone and it will
soon be September, hip hip hurrah.
I hope that you will enjoy this

conpo and I wish you all the very best
of luck with it and if you‘ve got any
ideas for future compos I would like
to hear from you. Byeeee. «John»
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Fair 0mment
PLANE SHOOTING

Dear Paul, It nust be about tine to
pay for ny next year's entertainment
and edification so I'n sending a

cheque for a year's subscriptions
As a real thickie with conputers I

find nyself full of adniration for you
chaps ( and chapesses!) who can sit
down and write sone words and nunbers
into the keyboard and nake Arnold sit
up, beg and junp through hoops,
alnost, at will and I love the way
WACCI folk so readily pass on their
knowledge to us all. It is as if we

are all really just nates who haven't
net yet, though I will be at the
convention in Ralsall hoping to neet
so nany new friends and learn new

things to do with ny computer
It has been a wrench not neeting

HACCI at the conputer fairs, so that I
hardly ever bother going along
nowadays, except when 1's in need of
sone new discs or a nooch through sone
piles of old nildewed hnstrad
software, tucked away under the tables
of some of the dealers! When I rang
hngie to book ny trip to Walsall she
was having trouble trying to plug in
her new Ron, is it working now Angie?
and can you recommend it?
The last tine I saw Clive at the All

fornats fair I was having seriously
had trouble with ny 3" drive so I
bought one from the stall and left ny
other one with him to have a look at
with a view to fixing it if it was any
good; this wouldn't be the one that
was supposedly donated would it? If so
don't worry, just leave it as part of
the HACCI assets bank. I found out
what was causing my "Disc Missing"
problens and anazingly it wasn’t
slipping drive belts but a peculiarity
which is not likely to affect other
WACCI nenbers....

When I did the "Phil Craven Plus
upgrade" from Ad I also fitted a plug
on the right hand side of the Circuit
Board where Anstrad left the holes
that the 6128 plus uses for its inset
disc drive, running the ribbon cable
out through the side of the keyboard,
under the built-in tape drive (very

close fit under the drive flywheel but
it just fits) and into the side of ny
FDl, round the transforner and
plugging straight into the drive. Done

this way I don't use any of the FDI

electronics except the 12v supply and
the plug wiring is sinple. Hy problen
was that I‘d used two lengths of short
ribbon cable and a plug and socket in
the niddle where I kept losing ny
drive signal because I'd been stupid
enough to forget "k.1.s.s.!"
Because I‘ve not used the FDI 5v

supply it‘s available for another
drive (probably a second 3.5“ drive
B)if I ever find a need to use one. I
find DES very useful and quite
forgiving although some of ny prograns
won't run with it and one won‘t run
without it! I seen to have

inadvertently upset Proprint at some

stage and now can only load it tron
DES. I did nanage to corrupt the disc
and since I rescued the thing it's
been deternined to enbarrass ne but ny
new notto is ‘if it works at all, just
be thankful!‘
I use Utopia, Protext and H5800 in

ny konbox, or at least I would if I
knew what to use then for, M5800 that
is, so far I'n not advanced enough to
need to be able to fornat discs to
save all that extra kernowledge
Although DES, Utopia and Protext get
the occasional hannering.
I'd like to have a couple of drawing

and DTP packages on Ron too, naybe
Gpaint or Picasso 6128 could be put
onto a Ron, (after translation of
Gpaint's instructions!) then I night
do some piccies for the Mag cover,
nothing too tasteful though. I have
these progs on disc but I'd love just
to have then there at a keypress
"straight out of the box", night just
ease up on ny present disc shortage
too!
Before I sign off, a note to Angie

and anyone else, the only games I
enjoy playing are flight sin, shoot-
ups like Strike Force Harrier and
Gunship, but I just can't take any
more of waiting hours for Gunship to
load fron tape, please does anyone out

there have Gunship on disc that they'd
consider selling to he? 'cos I cannot
last nuch longer without it. Also
Angie, if a colour monitor for a Plus
should show up in the Market place,
stick by nane on it if the price isn't
too exorbitant please, I'd quite like
m uewMthom wnthgislflu
Paul, if you've got this far into

the letter you've already found that
it's in Protext on side A of an hnsdos
fornatted disc in 3.5" and, if I‘ve
used the disc I think I've used, there
are a few screens tron Hicrodesign
Plus on side B. They aren't nuch use
but if you want anything drawn I'd
like to have a try for you, naybe I‘ll
be able to achieve sonething passable
with one of ny drawing packages for
HhCCI. ((helow is an exanple of hill's
work. -Paul))

I use a side switch on ny B drive,
thanks to the drawings in the nag a

year or so ago, or was it even
longer...tine does fly do‘ent it? Tine
for ne to start really to learn to
connunicate with ny conputer; soon I
think. See you in Septenber,

Bill Hohan
Streetly

((His nark)) XIXXXXI

P.S, How do you sign off on a disc?

(Dear hill, thanks for the letter and
the good news that we will he nearing
you at the Convention. I'n also hoping
to learn a lot about things CFC at the
great neeting.
Since you sent this letter on disc

direct to he, Angie is unable to
answer your question regarding her new
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'konget2.asc' and i found no
difference.

[then all is said and done, getting
frustrated over getting prograns
working is all part of a Pt‘ owners
life! Jo Ifood

let us know how you get on, if you
need nore help then we shall do our
best. Perhaps soneone could write the
definitive guide to the CPC enulator?
Perhaps we should keep our CPt‘s and
throw the emulator aray.7 -Paul))

PRESENT AND CORRECI

Dear Paul, the mother-in-law asked me

what I would like for my birthday, new

shoes, jumper etc. I said "do, you can
just get ea 12 nonths subs for HACCI",

so here it is.
I have just received my mag this

norning it's fantastic, keep up the
good work. Best Wishes,

Neil Sanderson
Cunbria

«Ali Neil, i bet you didn't erpect to
see your letter in l't', well I do get
loads of snall notes with nenbers subs
and host are only read by ac. So I've
decided to print one occasionally and
yours is the first.
Please thank your nother—iu-law fron

us all at VACCI - what a great present
and one that I would certainly
appreciate but I ’n biased. -Paul))

IT'S ALL OKAY IITH ANDY

Dear Pauli fellow HACCI Menbers, I
have just received by second copy of
HACCI, thanks very nuch. As you know I
have only recently joined the club but
on the strength of the first two

issues l have decided to extend my

subscription so I have enclosed a

cheque for another six months worth.
What I particularly like about the

nag is the fact that there are
sensible letters written by nature and

intelligent people, which is probably
where I feel Anstrad Action falls
down, I do enjoy reading other
people's thoughts and the free
exchange of ideas found in HACCI.

I have already taken advantage of
the PD Library and no doubt will be
sending off for note in the near
future. Whilst on the PD subject will
we be able to get Ranbase V4.6 through
the club. I hope so because since AA

gave the original away on their

covertape I have not used another
database.

Now to get to the part where I throw
my hat into the ring that is the
"Great AA Debate". I have every issue
of Amstrad Action and whilst it can't
be denied that quantity has suffered
(unavoidable due to the dearth of new

software available to review) the
quality remains fairly constant and
they do keep us up to date with what
is released. OK, it is pricey and the
covertape software can leave something
to be desired, but the fact remains
that AA is the only nationally
available news-stand lag for us, if it
is allowed to die through lack of
support then ultimately we are the
losers, not Future Publishing who I
feel are to be congratulated for
persevering with what must in effect
he a minority magazine.
Well that's just about it for now

but don't worry, you will hear from me

again, regards.
Andy Horeton

Plymouth

«bear hndy, thanks for voting for the
club with your hard earned cash but
all this talk about sensible, nature
and intelligent people makes me feel
very insecure.
Ranbase 4 does grace a Idit't'l 1’0 disc

and its number is P0 101. You did
send your letter before the last issue
case out with the new Supplenent so I
guess you already know.
thanks for the views on All, I agree

with your sentinents. l t will be a

very sad day when i t passes on to join
the other, once great, CFC nagazines
in that it Hit graveyard — but it's not
there yet.
I look forward to hearing fron you

again, take care. —Paul))

A IARRY TARRY IAN

Dear Paul, please find a cheque
enclosed for £18 to continue receiving
HACCI tor a further 12 months,
starting with issue 90.
Regarding the problens of slipping

drive belts in disc drives, sone tine
ago I obtained tron ‘tandy’ a bottle
of (link-SLIP), this nay be a short
tern solution but it does work.
I fully agree with David Crookes if

we can afford it, we should support
AA, in spite of its flinsy
constitution. Once it goes it's gone

forever and there won’t be a

replacement.
But back to HACCI, I've enjoyed my

first 2 copies, I like the layout and
found it interesting enough to go for
another 12 issues. Keep up the good
work. Yours Sincerely,

bob kalker
Co Durham

P5; At this stage I don't think I

could help in any way due to lack
of time and a very basic knowledge
of computing.

«Hello Bob, thanks for the letter and
the note about {NM-5111’}. h’e have
heard of tarry substances to nake
drive belts less slippery but thanks
for the tip anyway.
Your views on M are very valid and

I ’n pleased you have enjoyed (MCI,
renenber that it is written by nenbers
for nenbers. —Iaul))

A IILLING HELPER

Dear Paul, I an writing this letter to
tell you that I am prepared to review
both software and hardware for the
nagaziue, if and when required. I have
a limited experience of magazine
writing (as my friend and I ran a

(very) small scale football orientated
faunine for a few months), but I'll a

quick leaner and will (hopefully) pick
it up fairly quickly. Currently I own

a 6128 with Protext, ?roprint, Haxan,
DES and Parados on ROM, a 3.5" drive,
a tape deck and a Panasonic Printer
so, as you use Protert yourselves, we

should be conpatible?
I would love to come to the

convention, but as it isn't during the
holidays it just isn't feasible for us
to travel all the way to kalsall. and
back in only two days. Yours
Volunteeriugly,

Richard Alexander
Fife

PS. i have enclosed a cheque for £9 as
our subscription which you'll find
under ny dad's nane.

«Aye-up kichard, thanks fur the offer
of help with reviews etc. l've placed
Richard's letter in Ft' so it would
renind me to say thanks to all those
that offered help. done of you already
have jobs and if you haven't then
don’t worry as your turn will cone.
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I realise that distance nalres the
Convention a no-no for nany nenbers
but at least you will be able to read
all about it. That reninds ne, I
haven't had a volunteer to chronicle
the day for us yet. Good on sonebody,
have a go. Whilst on this subject, if
snnebody could take sone black and
white photos at the convention then
every nenber will see what it was
like. Eh I” will print well in the
naganine. offers anyone?
Sorry Richard I seen to have rarbled

on a little. Good idea of yours to get
your dad to pay for your subscription
so long as he doesn't nick the
lagariue when the postnan has just
delivered it. —l’aul))

AA HE’S RIGHT

Dear Paul, thank you kindly for the
first two issues and of course the
Index a Library Supplement. Please
find enclosed cheque for the next 12

issues.
I have obviously missed any previous

debates on the subject of the
vanishing pages of Ah but I can‘t help
naking a conment on the 'Drana School'
piece.

The circulation has dropped because
fewer people are buying the Magazine!
Whose fault was that?
In January 1994, ny renewal

subscription was refused because
"Their new policy was for the benefit
of local Tradesmen and that I should
order iron ny Newsagent". August of
that year cane the big breakthrough.
Subscription was back! With FOUR FREE

issues and a choice, covertape or
disc; offer was for two nonths only.
The offer of a disc was, of course,
cancelled in the October issue.

The error lies I think with whoever
decided to cancel subscriptions in
Decenber 1993.

Incidently, I have given up hope of
ever converting their 'Crossword'
covertape to disc. Yours,

Stan hills
Essex

((tli Stan, than/rs for your views on
M, David Crookes did defend All with
sane very good arguneuts but I don’t
think the decision to stop
subscriptions can ever be defended.
t‘an anyone help Stan with the

’trossword’ tape? Iet ne know and I ’1]
put you both in touch. haul»

A SPIKEY SPIKEY IAN

Dear Angie, I never write to
nagazines. Gee, this is the second in
two days. What strange hypnosis exists
in the pages of WACCI, or is it
something in the ink?
Anyway, regarding hora Lees problens

with thunder-storms, issue 87 March.
No matter where we live, we are
connected in sole way to the Pylons
and overhead cables of the National
Grid. Lightning can often strike
these, without doing any physical
danage, but causing voltage spikes and

surges. Your computer is in no nore
danger than your TV, video recorder,
iii-ti etc, but these spikes can
obviously affect the menory chip
inside. Worse still, they can corrupt
discs and tapes. My computer once
crashed during a storm, beautiful
colours on the screen, otherwise
totally dead. Fortunately no harn was
done to it or the disc, but I am now

very cautious about using it during an
actual storm.

You can buy various types of Spike-
Protector, haplin Electronics sell one
and probably Tandy do, which simply
plugs into a spare socket. I have one,
but I don’t really think they are
meant to protect against lightning.
If my normal tapes or discs were

giving trouble during a stern, I would

never use my back-ups until the storm
had passed.

So there you are, a good bit of

waffle, I hope you can nake some sense
out of it. Yours Sincerely,

Bob Walker
Co Durham

«hello again Bob, what strange
hypnosis indeed, I 've been hooked
since issue uunber Id and ended up
editing it, so watch out.
Thanks for the tips and hints on the

wonders of nature and how to avoid
trouble. I have only ever experienced
one electricity spilre whilst the t'Pt’
was writing to disc and boy, did it
nake a ness of the disc as well as
crashing the CM.
1 agree with you that a surge

protector is of little use to a [PC
owner but others night well disagree
with us. —Paul))

YOUR STARTER FOR TEN

bear WhCCI, I thought it was about
tine that I'd contribute souething to

Fair Connent, the last time I did was

to ask if there is anything I could do

for WhCCI and Clive said "How about
doing the Compo Page." Why not! I
thought and I‘n so glad I did. I‘ve
made a lot of new friends and will
hopefully meet some of then at the
convention. Three cheers to Angie for
making this possible, I would also
like to thank the nystery person who

paid for it.
Please find enclosed a cheque for

£9.00 for my subscription for six
nonths as ny nenbership ran out on
issue 88 and as I still want to take
all the advantages of being a nenber
of WACCI.

Just imagine I will not be able to
lend nyselt a book: the thought sends
shivers down my spine.
In regards to Phil Ransay's question

about safeguards on software donated
or on loan to WhCCI. I started this
library for the sole purpose of
allowing members to borrow software
that is either unavailable or hard to
get and since I started this service
for nembers I have had no problems at
all. At first I was a bit worried
because most of the software in the
software library is my own.

When sending out the software I
first nake a copy and then I send out
the orginal product and when it is
returned I check it to nake sure that
it still works and then i erase ny
back- up copy. I never thought of
telling Paul about the safeguards I
take because no problen has ever
occured; so, Phil, now you know.
Colin hazell asks "Is it possible to

save to the llzllrive using hultiface7".
The answer is YES (do I win a prize?)
all you have to do when asked for a

fileuane is type B: "progran name" and
that's all there is to it. When you
have done this the progran will only
run from the B: Drive, what a

hultiface does is it saves all of the
conputer menory to disc and that's why

you end up with eight tiles CAT.BIW

CAT1.EIW etc. You can reduce this to
four files by tooling the hultiface to
think its only got 64k of memory by
pressing 'C' for clear, but be warned
it the progranne you are copying uses
the other 54k of nenory then progranne
will not work, if anyone would like to
borrow the manual I'n sure I can find
it amongst all the WhCCI books
have Teague asked in issue 87 about
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«The following iteos are available froo WWI do but please
ring Angie first to book any itea you require. After booking
the iten please send cheque/P0 {payable to iAt‘t'I) to HAITI
Pi). Please note that the price includes P1P. —Pau1))

The folloning DISC games are all £5.00 each:

Pirates - Instructions
Batnan - The Movie - Instructions and cheat
Lennings — Box and instructions
UHF Hrestlenania - Box, badges and instructions
Terminator 2 - Box, instructions and cheat
Final Fight - Box and instructions
Robocop - Box, poster and instructions
Escape fron Singe‘s Castle - Box and instructions
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles - Box, instructions and postcard
Chase HQ — Box

The following DISC games are all £3.50 each:

Vec Le Mans — Box

Silkworn — Box and instructions
Pack of Aces Conp - Plastic case for:
International Karate Parts 1 l 2,
Boulderdash, Vho Dares Vins 2, N.E.X.U.S.

Return Of The Jedi - Box and instructions
ll-Type - Box and instructions
Tie Ar hung in 2 - Case and instructions
Smash TV - Box and instructions
The Conplete Bone Entertainnent Centre - Box & instructions:
Backgammon, Bridge, Chess, llah Jong,
Dominoes, Pinball, Pool, Card Games

The following DISC games are all £2.50 each:

Gauntlet (the deeper dungeons) » Case and instructions
Batman (the caped crusader) - Box, Poster and instructons
Manchester United Europe - Plastic case
Run The Gauntlet - Box

Bonanza Bros , Card case
G-Loc - Card case
Super Sin Pack — Card case
Alien Storm - Card case
Eliminator - Box and instructions
Nebulus - Box and instructions
Ace of Aces - Box

Stormlord - Box and instructions
Licence To kill - Box and instructions/Disc and Tape
Integral - Plastic case
Hickey House/Jack The Nipper - Card case

The following DISC games, priced as shown, contain 2 DISCS:

Mega Sports - Sport ganes - £4.00
2 not 2 Handle » Box and instructions for: Shadow Warriors,
Golden Axe, Total Recall, Super off Road - £5.00

Coaputer llits - Box and instructions for: Tarzan, Ninja
Hanstex, llega Apocalypse and seven nore ganes - £5.00

lligh Energy Two — Box and instructions for: Shufflepuck Cafe
Crazy Cars II, Mystical, The Light Corridor - £5.00

Ghostbusters l and 2 — Box/instructions for 2 only - £7.50

Double Dragon 3 and Rodland - Box - £6.00
Giants - Box and instructions for:
Rolling Thunder, Gauntlet II, 720 and Out Run - £5.00

Go Crazy - Box and instructions for: Bad Cat, Jinks,
shackled, Bedlan, Side Arns, Desolator - £5.00

The following DISC ganes are all £1.50 each:

Disc 50 - Card case - Fifty different games
Winter Sports - Card case — Different ganes

The following DISC ganes contain a varing nulber of DISCS:

7 Disc set: Action Packed Discs » Instructions - £10.00
4 Disc set: Anstrad Canes Discs - Card cases for:-
Trivial Pursuit, Scaletric, Monopoly and many nore - £5.00
3 Disc set: Arcadia — Box and instructions for:
Operation Thunderbolt, New Zealand Story, Chase 00 - £5.00

Joysticks - Cheetah The Bug - £2.50
Anstrad Paddle - £2.50
Joystick Spliter - £2.00

Hardware — TV Tuner UPS for 6120 — £20.00
Radio alarn clock CT1 - £15.00
TV or conputer switch - £3.00
Colour nonitor CTH644 - £50.00
6120 Keyboard - £50.00

DISC Serious
Protext on DISC but no nanual hence — £5.00
Prospell on DISC, bored with instructions — £8.00
liord Style WP package, bored with nanual - £1.50
Keyword word finder, can work with ROM protext - £3.00
Tasword 464-D, VP package, boxec with instructions - £3.00
BOOKS:

The Amstrad CPC-464 Advanced User Guide, a good book about
Basic that will suit all CPC's, - £2.00
SPECIAL OFFER:

The nanual for the 64k and 256k Memory Expansion Unit by RAM

Electronics - free to a good hone.

PAST WACCI ’ S
I will repeat for the benefit of new nenbers (and those
with terrible nenories) the full service offered by

Frank Beatherway down at the PAST VACCI SHOP.
As well as updating the magazine index and proof

reading the nagazine for he, Prank distributes back
issues of the club nagazine. You can always find the
issues available and their respective costs by looking
on the inside back cover but not now as I haven’t
finished as yet.
If you have found an article or two in the nagazine

index that interests you but the issue is out of stock
then Frank can still
help. Ask Frank by Copying per A! side flip
phone or letter how Postage I to it pages 25p ;

many pages the article ‘ Postage 9 to 16 pages .. 33p 5

is and Frank will .

photocopy it for you using the prices shown. You can, of l

course, nix and patch atricles tron several nagazine.
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SUPPLEME'Q
YNITH
EOHN BOWLEY UT
Paul has given ne this ertra page so that I can bring you up to date with what
MACH has to offer you. Since I ’d finished, 5 new P1} Discs and another llonegrovn
disc has been added to our collection of software. Also I ’ve a few more books
that you can now borrow. MouId anyone like to have a go at nation a diorary Disc?

BOOK lITHDRAlN

Book Ref No. DP7 has been withdrawn
cos it was the same as book DPZ it has
now been replaced. See details below.

BOOK LIBRARY UPDATE

DPT AMSTRAD COMPUTING by Ian Sinclair
[SM 0 00 35.7120 5. Cost £1.pr

GAM13 THE AMSTRAD GAME BOOK by Mark

Tans/raw. I51!!! 0273 022549 £0.50}:

GAIN HOl TO MRITE MORD GAMES by H.

Sinister. 15” 0559341495 [0.5011

PHT19 EPSOH FX-DTD/IITD GUIDE. £1.00p

PRTZO EPSON LX-AOU. £0.50p

PRIZI EPSOM LX-BSD. Two books. £0.6Up

HOMEGROMN

HOMEGROIH 16 FAMILY TREE (Ansdos)...by
Matthew Phillips is now ready, however

please note that this program doesn‘t
work on the PLUS computers. Sorry.

HOMEGROMN 1? FAMILY HISTORY (CF/i“) by
Andrew Solomon. I've not tried this on
a PLUS computer because I don't have
the System discs for this machine.
Please read Frank‘s and Ron’s review

in issue 89 for more details.

PUBLIC DOMAIN

PD 104 — 109 (Amsdos) Music linker
files for the Advanced Music System,
far too nuch to list and if I did, one
disc would take up a complete page,
most of these discs are music composed

by Bach, the person responsible for
this work of art is Rob Barter.
If it was not enough to put these

discs together Rob also wrote about
the composer and the music in great
detail, you have to take my word for
it, they sound great on a + computer;
they do run on a CPCSIZS but it‘s
better if you wire it up to a Midi

system then just lay back and enjoy
the music. It you would like more
details give me a call or write.

PD 104
PO 105
PD 106
PO 107
PD 108

MUSIC l Brandenburg Concertos
MUSIC 2 Various music
MUSIC 3 The Four Seasons.
MUSIC 4 Variations/Inventions.
MUSIC 5 Side A: Ancient and

Modern. Side B:Various music files TMS

PD 109 MUSICS Side A: Utilities for
MIDI SYS. (Matthew Phillips);
Side B: Various music files.

HOMEGHOIN AND PD ORDERS

Please make cheques out to IACCI, this
will make things easier for us all.

LOAN DISCS

Then you borrow a disc(s) please copy
the disc(s) and return then as soon as
possible to the librarian.

He only have a limited nnnber of
loan discs, so your cooperation is
much needed. «Thanks»

3.5 DISCS

PD or Homegrown on these discs are for
buying and not available to borrow.

BOOK REQUESTS

I'm afraid I cannot take orders over
the telephone and the limit of books
allowed to any one member is no: two.

‘

WWL .-.L

OTHER MAGAZINES

l‘ve loads of other CPC magazines that
are available to members to borrow.

Such as: AMSTRAD ACTION

CPC USER

AMSTRAD HANDBOOK

PRINT OUT

UAUG

ADVENTURES

Is any member interested in setting up
an Adventure Library? If you are give
me a call, I‘ve loads of Adventures
that can be borrowed.
I shall issue a full listing of the

magazines and adventures it asked.

TRANSLATORS

Iwould like to thank those nembers
who have inforned me that they will

translate a few documents for me, I’ll
be in touch soon.

HELP

I need some experts in the following
fields BASIC, CPI, PASCAL, MACHINE

CODE and other languages. It you can
help please get in touch with me.

3.5 DISCS LARGE FORMAT AND MORE...
You can have your PD and Homegrown

software on most type of formats, just
ask the Librarian and he will tell you
if he can help.

The cost of this is £1.00 and that
covers the 3.5 disc and one full 3"

disc of software. If you don't use the
large formats and don‘t have a side
switch then you need to order two 3.5
inch discs containing one complete 3

inch disc. This costs £1.50 for both
discs fully inclusive.
If you send the librarians your own

3" discs you can have your disc filled
for £0.30p per side and that includes
return postage, you'll save £0.40p per
disc. Its up to you. ((Ey'ee»
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ST:
2010

by Brian Goddard

ME
Although a11 the stories you’ve read over the past months were very good and I
thank those who took the tine to write then.
the best one, she laughed [roe start to finish, 1/511 done Brian.

The year was 2010 and Great Britain
was in real trouble. For years they
had been at the forefront of the great
technology boom but now they were
finding that it was all working
against then.

There was nothing wrong with the
electors choice of Alan Sugar as Prime
Minister, nor was it due to the
problems he was experiencing with the
members of his cabinet.

He had chosen as Minister for Sport
his closest friend Terry Venables, but
after an argument had banned him from
the House of Comaons. The Minister for
Health had gone sick and the Minister
for Foreign Affairs was abroad having
an affair with some foreign woman.

Ho, the problem was a chronic shortage
of chips for the all important P.C.
computers which ensured that the
country ram smoothly. The Minister for
Trade, Phil Craven, had been a wise
choice as his honesty and reputation
for fair dealing had made Great
Britain a popular partner in trade to
so many countries. However, all
countries were not so reputable.

In his misguided faith in mankind Phil
had responded to an advertisement and
ordered replacement chips for all of
the P.C.'s in G. E. via the Embassy in
Bradford from a company in the
republic of Avatar. Unfortunately
whilst the postal orders were cashed
no chips forthcoming. The leader of
the Opposition party Mike Lyons is
reported as being unable to comment as
he couldn't stop laughing.

The stock of chips soon dried up and
gradually a great hush fell over the
country as discs stopped whirling,
computers stopped computing and

My wife Caro] thought that this was
«John»

monitors one by one faded into
darkness.

The effect on the country was

catastrophic. Buses were arriving one
at a time instead of the usual three,
trains were arriving on time causing
people to be late for work and
children throughout the country were
suddenly without their beloved Super
Mario Kart Games and in their boredom
flocked into school causing breakdowns

amongst the teaching community, who

had long since lost the skills of
talking to the pupils.

In despair Alan Sugar turned to his
government to seek advice but
unfortunately he could not divert
their attention from their Gameboy

machines and so he turned to the
Opposition Leader, Mike Lyons, who had
only just managed to stop laughing.
Taking great care not to mention

Avatar he suggested forming a

Coalition Govenmeut.

After looking up the meaning on
Prospell Mike Lyons agreed. He said
”That whi'Jst he did not feel ah1e to
echo the country’s proh1eos he lroew a
halt who cou1d if only he was ah1e to
find him”.

And so began The Great Search, it took
them to the Land of Legends,
Nottingham, and there in the small
hamlet of Long Eaton they found a man
dressed in blue overalls painting a

fence. There was a sort of a glow
around him which was not caused by the
smell of the paint thinners but gave a

feeling of trust. They spoke to him

and found him most receptive to their
problems.

The great Clive (for indeed it was

he!) suggested that the solution was

to be found in a place known as HACCI

Towers where a group of people had

kept the faith in a primitive machine
know as the CPC.

Clive allayed the fears of Alan Sugar
that HACCI might be some outlandish
religious cult, and explained that
this machine had proved to be more
reliable than their more expensive
oifsprimgs and thanks to continuing
support from reputable British
Companies had survived to this day.

Encouraged by .Mike Lyons, the Prime
Minister appointed Paul Dwerryhouse as
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mike

Lyons as Education Hinister, John
Bowley as Chairman of the new State
Lottery together with various other
leading members of the MACCI team in
other Ministerial posts.

Back issues of HACCL were distributed
to all Public Libraries and Public
Houses and CPCs installed in all
schools, Government grants were made

available to companies buying these
Iachiues and Alan Sugar agreed to
organise the manufacture and
distribution.

He also offered to provide a first
class help line and spares service as
he felt that it would be nice to try
something new.

He had been suprised to find his
photograph on so many of the books and
magazines stored by the HACCI members
and whilst turning out one of his old
warehouses had been further suprised
to discover box after box of unopened
spare parts for these wonderful
machines in boxes labelled ‘CPC Ltd'.

The change in the country was amazing
and it quickly climbed back up to its
forner position at the bottom of the
world trading league. In no time it
was back in i 5 old chaotic disarray,
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FEBRUARY 1990

REVISITED
THIS MONTH IT’S AUNTIE JOHN FROM ISSUE 40

Home computer magazines have to sell in large numbers to make money. To 5911 in
large numbers they must cater for the majority. The ”majority" play games. Games
need advertising. Advertising needs magazines.

The "majority," mostly male and under
sixteen, therefore buy magazines to
see nice colour advertisements and
reviews of new games. They might, if
bored enough, read a few technical
tutorials or look at an article on
printers but only after examining the
latest games. Games make money for
magazines and magazines spread the
word on new games. It's the classic
set—up, all very neat, cosy and
mutually beneficial

IN THE BEGINNING

But if the success of hone micros and
the subsequent emergence of computer
magazines, was almost entirely due to
games, when home computing started
life way back in the 805, computer
games were non—existent, or at best
laughably crude. The first home

computers were ZXSOs and Acorn Atoms.
Their owners, usually male and over
sixteen, were interested in
electronics and had probably bought
the computer in kit form. They were
intrigued with this new micro-computer
device as something to experiment
with, perhaps even as a useful machine
but never as a toy.
In fact, no one bought these early

machines to play games on — if they
did the computers were soon put on top
of a wardrobe and forgotten about
They didn't have the power to handle
games because they simply were not
designed to.

THE COLOURS OF THE SPECTRUN

However within two years, machines
such as the Commodore 64 and Spectrum
were starting to get rather good at
emulating video arcade games, helped
by new tangled colour graphics and

simple sound synthesizers. They were
up against TV game consoles which were
limited to variations of tennis or
dependant on expensive cartridges for
new thrills.As computers were better
at games than consoles, every boy in
Britain wanted one. Santa, believing
the 'educational‘ story being spread
at the time, bought them by the
shipment. The Computer Game market was

created.

PUTTING ON A SHOI

Selling games on cassette tape in
those days was embarrassingly easy:
just sign up a ten—a-penny spotty
adolescent to the do all the hard
work, place a few advertisements in
the fledgeling computer press and
watch the money cone pouring in. Of

course, as they always do, the Big
Boys soon caught a whiff of the cash
and moved in but bar some minor
mishaps, the computer game industry
has grown ever since, modelling itself
on the ‘glamorous' music biz, patting
itself on the back and congratulating
itself with expensive launches and
shows.

GETTING BETTER EVERY DAY?

For years nothing much has changed.
Predictably, newer computers have
meant better games: a system such as
the Commodore Amiga — or its rival the
Atari ST - can play games almost as
well as purpose built arcade systems.
The games come on floppy disc at about
eve-£30 and every month sees at least
another dozen, all vying for position
in the Top Ten Games chart. Although
using the computer to do nothing more
than play games is to insult the
hardware and software engineers who

designed it, the manufacturers don't
dwell too hard on the reasons for a

purchase. They just say "thank you"
and take the money.

USING LIVE AMMUNITION

New however, the games world is in a

state of flux. As though trapped in
some vast cyclic system, the games
console is staging a comeback from
its limited success of several years
ago, with one major difference - this
time they‘re playing for real.
The advances in LCD technology which

brought us pocket colour TVs (whether
we wanted them or not) have combined

withadrop in the price of memory
chips to make possible hand-held
consoles better at games than
computers like the Spectrum and as
least as good as the newer computers
like the Amiga. They have built-in
colour screens and sockets for stereo
headphones and even communication
links to allow two to play
together. The Nintendo console has

already sold in millions and Atari
have just launched a competitor.
These consoles are just about to be
released in this country and should
cost less than £200.

T0 NARKET

If (and this is the crucial part) the
marketing men have judged Britain as
well as they have Japan and the
States, hand-helds will quickly
supercede the home computer as the
main games playing media.

The difficulty is that disposable
income in this country is considerably
lower than in those other markets but
the console promoters remember that,
in spite of that, Britain took to
video recorders more quickly than any
other nation. So soon the shrill
stuttering of the nearby personal
stereo on your way into work could be
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replaced by under-the—breath swearing
as a pin-striped games addict looses
his last life.

FIGHT BACK

For home computers to win back the
games players, some pretty amazing
hardware is needed, hardware which is
simply not available at the moment.
Hardware which probably won't be
available for at least five years, by
which time it will be too late.
Perhaps using CD—ROH technology they
might gain a breathing space for a

year or so but the extra expense
involved makes it unlikely.
Even true arcade ganes will soon

feel the strain and will have to come

up with some really special gimmicks
to get money out of pockets and into
slots. Perhaps the licensing
agreements for converting arcade games
to console formats will include
small-print footnotes forbidding the
use of certain features, like taking
the naughty hits out of feature films,
just to keep the arcade game alive.

CONSOLE CHRIIIBO

Consoles are just around the corner.
Next Christlas (or the Christmas after
next at the latest) will be Console
Christmas. Already software houses
have recognised this and are
advertising for progranmers.
Here is my advice on making money:-

learn how to program consoles. The

console game ‘Tetris‘ made a

phenomenally huge amount of cash in
Japan and l nean huge.

30 in the next fee years, computing
will spilt into several groups. First
the game consoles. Second the business
wachines, which will remain no matter
what. Then, in third place, the
shrinking home computer narket. In
fact, this third place may vanish
altogether, being neatly shared out
between the lower-end business
machines and the better games
consoles.

LAUGHING AT THE FUNERAL

The demise of the home conpure
upset only a few people. So
houses will turn to ca.
complete with program: I
play with specialised
for a change. Low

w

no piracy (yet) and an

narket all add up to lots and lots of
lovely profit.

The hardware manufactures will start
churning out better and better hand-
held ganes consoles, perhaps retaining
some upwards compatibility if they are
feeling generous. The next generation
of hand-helds will probably have the
built—in screens that they have today
but also the ability to connect to
standard TV sets, bi—fis, joysticks,
3D Glasses and anything else you care
to nention- plus quite a few more you
nay now have trouble imagining. The

deaise of the game-playing home

conputer will be complete.

PUBLISH AND BE BLESSED

The sector I‘m interested in (because
it pays my wages) is the home computer
aagazine market. As it makes its
living nostly by following in the wake

of the ganes industry, it will have to
make some dramatic changes.
This will be a difficult transition

as the different consoles struggle for
suprenacy of their narket and home

computers slowly lose out.
Most computer nagazines available

now will disappear, or merge and then
disappear. Only the strongest titles,
those appealing to a more general
audience than the games players, will

stand any chance of surviving. The

remainder — nostly totally games
orientated at the moment - will fall
over themselves in the change-over to
consoles. those magazines dealing with
the business machiness will trundle on
regardless, typing smug editorials on
the transience of market forces into
their IBM-compatible 32bit work—

stations.

h'ORRY IART

all quite worrying for those of us in
the home conputer magazine line of
work. of course, aaking predictions in
this business is a dangerous
occupation. Me? Well I‘ve decided to
brush up on my COBOL, just in case I
need to get a proper job.

THE TRUTH

Auntie John is a depressed journalist
pretending to work for Aniga Computing
a magazine which, he happily notes,
does not solely concentrate on games.
He was half-way between a BSc and an
Honours Degree in Information
Technology at Queen's University
Belfast, when he got bored and decided
to become famous instead. He is
currently living in hope.
((an where is John now.
postcard please. ~ Paul»
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Alan Tilling

A couple of months ago in VACCI 85, i wrote that little piece to ualre it clear
about redefining the Ireys of the computer. Judging by the huge mass of letter I
got, I think my explanation must have been as clear as mud.’ So without further a

do, I 'm going to have a bash at confusing you all again.

IHICH COMPUTER?

Now that title has possibilities.
((it’ll never catch on. -Paul)) First
and foremost let me say that this
explanation applies equally to 4645,
6645, 61285 and, I should think to the
Pluses as well. The only difference
is that the 6128 has ten keys marked
with an "f“ and a number whereas the
keys of the numeric key pad on the
other machines are engraved with just
a number. The key tops are the only
real difference.

THE KEY TO THE IHOLE THING

Just to show that it is not only the
numeric key pad that can be changed,
this is how to change any key.
With an old fashioned mechanical

typewriter the key that your finger
pressed was mechanically linked to a

piece of metal bearing the actual
letter cast into its surface. This
meant that if you pressed the say Q

key then you could only type a “q" or
a ”0". Now in a computer the keys are
connected to the screen by a wire so
the only way the keyboard can work is
by sending out a series of electrical
inpulses. When the impulses get to
the computer it scans down a look up
table to see what the impulses mean.
So when you press Q the keyboard sends
out something like splat, splat, splat
and when the screen gets splat, splat
splat it knows to make a “Q" sign on
the screen. All we have to do is to
convince the foolish thing 'hat splat,
splat, splat : "J" and heals: can be
the result.

HNSTANCE
Type in this mind boggling little
proglet:

10 key def 67,0,84,107,174
now type run [hill] or [ENTER]

Nothing will have appeared to change
but if you now press the "g" key you
will get a capital “t". Press the
shift and "g " and you will get a lower
case “k" and finally if you press
control and ' (1" you will get an upside
down "7", andqdid you notice that the
key no longer repeats like it did
before. What has happened is that the
above KEY DEFinition has told the
think tank that key Number 67, (the
" q") key, not to repeat, in its key
only state to give ASCII code 84

("T"), in its shifted mode to give
ASCII code 107 ("k") and when pressed
in conjunction with the control key to
give an upside down "7" which is
CHRS(174). Not only can the key be
told to give out ASCII codes but any
one key can have up to 120 characters
allocated to it. Have a look at the
little grog below:g;l

E

10 KEY 144,"This is an example of g

I what can be typed with only
i one(ish) key press." i

E 20 KEY DEF 67,1,0,0,144 E__—.

W// ‘\/
Letters to:-

Uerg Basic Basic:
55 Lawrence [loud

thrinchom
Cheshire
uma 4EL I

nuIn this case the q key, is made to
repeat, in the normal mode does

nothing, in the shifted mode does

nothing,but with the control key
pressed it gives out the string number
144. string 144 is defined in line 10

and can be anything, as long as it
doesn‘t exceed 120 characters in
length (including spaces).

HHAT ELSE CAN YOU DO?

Well look at program below but note
<32 spaces) means tap the space bar 32

times to give 32 spaces (I’n being
very green or should that be Green and
saving space). Now when you press the
"q " key you will get my address neatly
typed out for as long as you keep your
finger on the key.

10 KEY 144,"h.Tilling<32 spaces)
65 Lawrence Road<325paces>
ALTRINCHAH“

20 KEY DEF 67,1,113,Bl,l44______l
OTHER KEYS?

I've kept this discussion to the "q"
key for simplicity but the same
technique can be applied to any key on

the computer. To prove it look at
the program listed at the top of the
next page. Bye for now .......... Alan

((1 ’17 very sorry that i had to hold
this edition of Very basic Basic over
from last months issue. Alan did send
it in on copy date time but I was

away, staying in Wiltshire a few miles
outside bath, on holiday with the
family. So please blame me for the
break in VbB. -Paul))
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KEYDEF
A PROGRAM BY
ALAN TILLING
FOR VbB

10 KEY 128,"after “

20 KEY 129,'border "

30 KEY 130,"chrS "

40 KEY 131,"data "

50 KEY 132,”edit "

60 KEY 133,"for ”

70 KEY 134,“goto "

80 REE h

90 KEY l36,"if "

100 REM j
110 KEY l38,"key def "

120 KEY 139,"lower$ "

130 KEY 140,"node "

140 KEY 141,“next "

150 KEY 112,"on break gosuh "

160 KEY 143,"print "

no nan q
180 KEY 145,“ren "

190 KEY 116,“save “

200 KEY 117,"to "

210 KEY 118,”upper$ "

220 REM v

230 KEY 150."window “

240 RE! x

250 nan y

260 KEY 153,"zone "

1000 KEY DEE 69,1,97,65,128‘a
1010 KEY DEF 54,1,90,66)129‘b
1020 KEY DEE 62,1,99,67,130'c
1030 KEY DEE 61,1,100,68,l3l'd
1040 KEY DEE 50,1,101,69,13Z'e
1050 KEY DEE 53,1,102,70,133'f
1060 KEY DEE 52,1,103,7l,134‘g
1070 REE h

1000 KEY DEE 35,1,105,73,136'l
1090 REM j
1100 KEY DEE 37,1,107,75,138‘k
1110 KEY DEE 36,1,108,76,119‘1
1120 KEY DEF 30,1,109,77,140‘n
1130 KEY DEF 46,1,110,7D,111'u
1140 KEY DEF 31,1,111,79,112'o
1150 KEY DEF 27,1,112,80,113'p
1160 Ken q
1170 KEY DEF 50, 14,02,145't
1180 KEY DEE 60, 15,03,146'5

16,04,147't
17,85,118'0

1190 KEY DEF 51

1200 KEY DEF 42
1210 REM v

1220 KEY DEE 59,1,119,87,150'w
1230 REM x

A

1240 REM y

1250 KEY DEF 71,1,122,90,153'z

1.
1.
1.
1,

MARKET STALL CONTINUED...

HARDIAREz- 2 * Colour nonitors (CTN 641‘s)
1 t 6128 keyboard with ABBA switch
2 r 6128 keyboards (good working order but one has slight damage

to the Alstrad label at the top left corner.) + 2 sets systems
discs and one 6128 manual

1 * Datacorder with leads
* AHI house 1 Interface
3" External drive and cable
3.5" Drive and powerpack, K5800 disc E CPK-PC-CPM 22 disk
05232 by PACE K Hanual
DK‘tronics house interface
Multiface 2

8 Slot Rombo rombor
05000 ROM

1

1

1

l
l
1

l
1

1 Rondos K0! 1 Kandos 3.5" disc 1 Instructions

i
t
i
t
t
t
t
*

Erunword Elite ROM with 8 bit status port works perfect but the protective
covering has been removed from the actual ron so looks a bit tacky. If nobody

wants it I will donate it to the club
To anyone who buys a complete system or a keyboard I have 2 sets of CPH+

systems discs which I will send to the purchaser if you have‘nt got any but if
you have I would like to sell them cheap or even donate them to the club so that
every member has the option to borrow them in cases of disc corruption the sane
goes for the only 6126 manual I have

BLANK DISC5:- 20 harell 3" blank discs bored (but 4 have no labels)
107 Original Amsott,Harell 1 ex software house 3" blank discs

(no boxes or labels )

DISC SOFTIAHE (SERIOUS):-
hini Office II boxed complete
hastrad assembly language course bored complete
husoft Hasterfile II conplete
Tas-Spell Spelling checker for tasword 464-664 l 6128 complete
Parrotry plus The drawing and design programn conplete
OCP advanced art studio with Genius mouse and Manual (Not in original box)

Romantic robots The Insider and instructions
Bonzo's blitz K doodah and instructions
Bonzo‘s Super neddler & instructions
Micro Design plus with original MD K 004 instnctions
hicrostyle Haxidos & Procopy with instructions

GAMES:— (All boxed with instructions)
Prince of Persia Ghostbusters II
Kero Quest Road Runner
Shadow of the beast Terminator 2

Monty Pythons flying circus Rainbow Island
Blues brothers Bay Jo
Hercs Toobin
Wrestle Mania Batman (The caped crusader)
Dark force Double dragon 3

Airborne Ranger by MICRO PROSE Pirates by MICRO PROSE

Ninja 2 Gunship by 01000 PEDSE

sin City Activisions Bomber

Paperboy 9a Gaaes on tape

lb! full list send a stamped addressed envelope to:—
Nejl Springtharpe, £3 chlchester Road, Pansgate, Kent CTIZ 6N2
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THIS MONTH IT'S "WACCI PUBLIC DOMAIN DISC 57"

The article below follows on Iron Paul ’5 plea for more articles etc in WC]
Issue 57. For those of you who are new amongst us, this article reviews a PD disc
or two from the P0 library and lets you lrnow all about the particular prograns
that are stored on it. Also this piece used to be a regular feature in [WC], but
it has not been in it for a long time now.

First of all we shall start off with
the contents of side A. This does seen
logical after all don‘t you think?....

DISC.BAS AND DISC.DOC

This program is on almost every HACCI

PD Disc - not surprising really as it
is the instructions/help tile! By the
way, if you intend to print out the
help file be prepared to use a lot of
paper. «And ink! -Pau1))

ZDEIE

This little program, well I shouldn’t
say little as it is rather big
actually - is a fully featured word

processor which runs under both CP/tl
2.2 and Gil! 3.1. It should be noted
however, that it is reconlended in the
instructions users of CP/M2.2 should
use VDEiéé and not ZDE16.

There are some small prograns which
nake up the main program and therefore
a work disc has to be created in order
to run the nain program itself. Tull
instructions on how to do this are
included in the help file.
Below is a list of some of the

features this neat word processor has:
Full—screen editing,
Block operations,

l‘ile datestamp support,
Disk file operations,
Find and replace,

Many print features,
Configurable options,

User area and naned directory support,
Hordwrap and reformat,

Macro programs,
Margins, tabs, spacing,
RordStar compatibility,

Undeletion.

THE ZDE CONCLUSION

As you can see from the above list,
ZDE is packed with features and is
easy to use. I would recommend it to
anyone looking for a word processor
with the features of a conuercial
package, but who doesn't want to pay
the price.

SIDE B

Yes you‘ve guessed it, we are now

going to look at side B. This side of
the disc contains utilities for CP/ll
2.2 & CP/ll 3.1 (plus).

DISCJIAS AND DISC.DOC

The sane as before —

disc contents.
instructions l

329
First a word of warning - if you
intend to print out the instructions
be prepared to use a lot of paper
again. To be exact — I used five
sheets and that’s using both sides of
the paper! Anyway lets get on with an
explanation of the progran. First off,
if you are a WM 2.2 user you have to
nake a work disc — this is easy to do

and full details of how to do this are
included in the help file. CT]! 3.1
users can load up CP/tl and use the
programs in the normal way.
The proggy itself is a library file

and disc utility sinilar to SWEHPi
NSHP. I have not bad the chance to use
the above two prograns myself, but I
know that they are very good for a

tact. i would recommend that you read
the instructions thoroughly, even if
you have used RSVP before, because
there is a lot to take in.

E86

Expert 86, to give it it's full name —

is an 'expert‘ language systen. This
type of program should make logical
decisions iron the data supplied.
Pretty self-explanatory I would have
thought. Expert 36 nay be used for a
wide range of problens in areas such

as:
consultation,
decision-baking,

pattern recognition,
problem solving,

diagnosis,
teaching,
analysis.

This is a good prograu and i would
recommend it to anyone who nay be
interested in this sort of thing. Once
again the instruction file is big and
will take up about 6 to 8 pages at a

guess.

015180
This is a top quality 280 dis-
assenbler. Well, that's all well and

good, but what does it do you ask. The

program disassenbles a .COM file into
a .1480 file which nay be subsequently
assembled using the Microsoft (Is that
not the conpauy who writes software
for the Poor Computer? hrrrgghh!)
assembler. DISZilO will disassemble the
full set of 696 280 op codes into
Zylog unenouics.

FILERH
Filer is a card—box type filing
progran, which allows you to store
sinple information on disk, and then
retrieve it by specifying infornation
you know, Filer will then retrieve all
matching records.

AND FINALLY...
i hope that you enjoyed your tour
around PD disc 57. See you all again
soon. Byeee... Mark
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DISC DIVERSIONS By John Keneally

[lore of John's technical tips from VACCI [Io]! circa September H67. The subject program will load much more quickly
this tine is simple ways of protecting disc software. Some facts about hoe things than it would normally, since all the
are organised on the disc are needed, but the actual programming is quite sinple. data will be sequential on the disc.

SECTOR ARRANGIENT

The main fact we need to know is how LISTING 1 %

sectors are arranged on the track. You i

may think that these are simply .format
numbered sequentially, starting from ld hl,ctrlf
zero, around the track. But you'd be call tbcdd ;find format command

wrong » the sector number is recorded 1d (adl),bc
onto the disc just before each sector, ld (adZ),hl ;set up far address
so in principle you can have
completely random numbers. A classic .frml
way of protecting a disc is to do just 1d ir,(dbe40) ;address of Disc Control Block vector
this, but such a disc cannot be used 1d l,(ix)
to hold ordinary files; you will just ld h,(ix+1) ;hl:address of DCB for disc 0

get directory read errorsr The ld de,10
operating system expects to have a add hl,de
particular set of numbers, and won't ld e,(hl)
be happy with anything else
what you can do, though, is to make inc hi

the directory track, plus a few ld d,(hl) ;de:address of disc paraneter block
others, with standard sector numbers, ld hl,15
and make the rest with non-standard add hl,de
ones. For example, you could put push hl
tracks 0 and i on with totally
outrageous numbers, use standard 1d hl,sysbf ;1ist of sector no.5 for system format
SYSTEM format numbers for tracks 2 to ld de,0 ;de=track number
10, and use non-standard but call dotrak ;fornat track 0 as system
regularly—spaced numbers on 11 to 39. jr nc,error
This would give you about iii of i

normal disc space to hold, say, an id d,2 ;format tracks 2 to 32 as system E

initial loading program as a normal .frmZ t

hmsDOS file, and about list of non- call dotrak i

standard space to hold the main jr nc,error 5

program on tracks 11 to 39. Such a inc d F

disc would fail to copy under all the 1d a,d
normal backup utilities, though some cp 33

specially designed copiers could still jr nz,frm2
manage it.
Even if you don't use non-standard E pop hl ,format tracks 33 to 39 as non-:zandard

numbers there is still an advantage in ;

partitioning the disc this way - your
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LISTING 1 (Continued)

push hl
1d hl,(lll)
ld hl,oddbt
.frm3
call dotrak
jr nc,error
inc d

1d a,d
cp 40

jr nz,frn3
pop hl
ret

.error
pop hl
ld (err),a
ld a,d
1d (err+l),a
ret

.dotrak
push hl
1d bc,4
ld a,9
.forml
id (hl),d
add hl,bc
dec a

jr nz,forml
pop hi
rst 24

defw ad2

ret

.err detb

.oddht defh

.sysbt detb

.ad2 defw 0

cadi defw 0

.ctrlt defb 6+l80

;change start sector in DPB to ill
;list of oddball sector numbers

;to basic

;set up track no. for the 9 sectors

,tormat the track

;data area
;holds the error no. and which track

;FORKhT rsr command name

which means that there will be no need

to return to the directory to get the
next directory block of the tile.

SAVE YOUR PUFF

But a hit of thought is needed if
you use non-standard numbers for your
sectors as there is only a very short
gap between them. To see the
difficulty, imagine yourself running
round the track reading the sectors
You can only read the sector it you
have in your hand a card containing
the correct nulber BEFORE you get to
the hit on the track that holds the
sector number. Then you can match up
the numbers and read the data on that
sector.
Suppose the sectors are numbered

sequentially. At some time, as you're
running, somebody gives you three
cards with the numbers 1, 2 and 3 on.
You hold up card 1, continue until you
reach that sector, and read it. Then,
still running, you tunhle around for
card 2 but by the time you've found it
you've already passed the start of

sector 2; you have to go all the way

around the track again before you can
read it. At the end of sector 2 the
same thing happens for sector 3 — you
can only read one sector per circuit
It‘s just not on, Cyril. Surely there
must be a better way, otherwise it
would take 9 rotations of a normal
Amstrad disc to read the complete
tract.

The trick is to stagger the sector
numbers. That is, instead of arranging
the sectors as 1-2-3-4—5-6-7-8-9
around the track, uahe then 1—6-2-7-
3—8-4—9-5. Any two successive sectors
now have a complete sector inbetween
them and there is plenty of time to
‘tind the card'. To read the complete
track takes just 2 complete turns,
which is the next best thing to
reading it all in one turn

So let's put all this knowledge into
something practical. We‘ll create a

disc that looks like this

TRACK SECTOR Nos.

0 L41 to l49--normal SYSTEM format
1 Blank------- tor the hell of it
2-32: t41-t49--—norn.SYSTEM format

33—39: til-tlg a non—standard format

J
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Listing one does precisely that
You'll find that it formats at about
twice the speed of the normal fornat
utility, which is because it doesn‘t
check the tracks as it goes. It is
very rare for a bad track to be

created unless the disc itself is
faulty, so the risk of ending up with
a bad format and not knowing about it
is very small. You could change the
listing to give you a fast fo.natter
for normal discs, but remenber that
tracks 0 and 1 won‘t be filled with a

CP/H system unless this is copied from

some other disc.
a disc formatted by Listing 1 can be

used for hmsDOS files just like any
normal disc, though if you try to put
too much onto it you will eventually
get errors as it tries to read tracks
33 to 39. To use these special tracks
wenud rm swcui rad am Him
routines in Listing 2

To call the read and write routines
usa

CALL routine,address,sectors
/ \ \
/ \ \
/ \ \

address of \nunber of sectors
either the read \to write or read
or write routine \

\
\

start address of menory block
to be saved or loaded

The 'routine‘ parameter will of course
completely depend on where you
assenble the code.

OUTRO

Well, there you are. More and more
goodies from John Keneaily of Camel

Micros, and yet more to come
Next nonth sees John waxing lyrical

about colours and codes, and

discoursing iearnedly on some of the
mysteries of the sound chip
Perhaps not everybody's cup of tea,

but all grist to the mill of the
dedicated progranner

don't miss it!
Paul.

LISTING 2

.read
push in
in hi,ctrid
jp common

.write
push in
id hl,ctrle

.COEMOH

call ibcdt
id (adi),bc
id (ad2),hi
pop in
id l,(ix+2)
id h,(ix+3)
id b,(ix)
ld d,33
id e,0
id c,i11

.wrl
rst 24

defw ad2

jp nc,error
inc h

inc h

inc c

1d a,c
cp iia
jr nz,wr2
id c,&11
inc d

.wrZ
djnz vri
ret

.EIIOI
id (err],a
id a,d
id (err+1),a
ret

.err detb 0,0
_ad2 defw U

.adi defw 0

.ctrld defb 4+i80

.ctrle defb 5+d30

;call this address to read from the disc

;jump past write

;cail this address to write to the disc

;find READ or WRITE rsa command

;save far address

;hi=address of nenory block
;b:no of sectors to read/write
;d:ioitiai track no

;e:drive no (drive 5:1)
;c:initiai sector no

;read/vrite sector

;advance memory address by 512 bytes
;advance sector no

;compare with last sector no + i
;junp to wrZ if not last sector

;else advance track no

;to basic

;to basic if read/write error

;data area
I

;REAB SECTOR rsr command name

;WRITE SECTOR rsx connand nane
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